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About This Game

Fast-paced block stacking VR fun! Fill a box with a variety of colorful shapes, then ship the box to earn your wage before the
'workday' is over. Designed for VR, you will enjoy physical satisfaction when grabbing blocks from the conveyor field, rotating

them with you hands, then smashing them into their boxes.

Pack fast! These blocks contain volatile commodities and won’t last long outside of their containment fields. The supervisor is
watching your every move, so losing a block will lead to a citation and your wages will be docked.

Progress through different block orders, upgrading your factory and hiring salespeople to get access to new customers.

Orders vary in both the shapes you have to pack and the way you have to pack them:

Training  - Block Stacking 101 guides new employees through the basics of stacking and shipping.

Deadline - Test how productive you can be when under a tight timer (between one and three minutes). The production
line speeds up as the deadline gets closer.

Endurance - Pack as fast as you can to reach the quota, but earn too many citations for missed or exploded blocks, and
your workday is over!

Break Time – It is said ‘play is the highest form of research’. Head to the ready room where you can experiment and
stack blocks however you like in your off time. No wages earned and blocks are non-volatile.
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Special Order (Coming Soon) – Come back for a fresh puzzle available every day! These special order customers
demand perfectly packed boxes and don’t supply any extra parts, so figure out how to pack them full without wasting any
pieces.

Enjoy amazing features:

Leaderboards track the highest earners

Multiple game play modes

Comedic story content and training from your management supervisor

Easy to learn, impossible to master

Eight different box sizes, fifteen block shapes, and three different block types to pack

VR-friendly physical controls

Color-blind friendly

Oculus Touch and HTC Vive support

Best for Room Scale VR, but now supports standing room only!

Planned future updates:

Competitive Online Multiplayer

Cooperative Online Multiplayer

Motivators and Demotivators to power-up your workday…or hinder your coworkers

Performance improvements (always trying to get that better!)
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Title: Ship It
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Think On Labs
Publisher:
Think On Labs
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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very nice game. This game constantly crashes, 3 times in 30 minutes so don't buy even for 99 cents.

From what I was able to play, the game requires a much higher degree of luck than the original puzzle quest. tiles can move in
from any direction based on how you move the tile - but you have no idea what the next tiles moving in will be - so it frequently
feels like the AI is cheating because his random tiles just always work out for him. Other than that, when luck happens to be on
your side and you are about to win, the game crashes to the desktop. Horrible game not worth 1 cent, buy a steam trading card
instead.. 10/10
1080p
lets you livestream
Very useful
Would record again.. loaded demo to see how it played . Ther demo said it recognized my Thrust master wheel TX , but it did
not work at all. I wonder how bad the actual game is if I had paid money for it !!!!!!
don't recommend it .
. It won't start up. Seems like to me devs want the money but don't want you to play it. play 2 instead! Thumbs Down.. This
game is fantastic. No stuttering (on my GTX970 or my 1080) Fun gameplay. My only real complaint was the boss fights were
annoying but you removed them entirely so KUDOS!
Reminds me of that Sega Dreamcast game 'SEAMAN, except this is way more fun. Try it out!. It's a lot like Skyrim you know
with all the spiders and stuff.... To me, The Spatials is a good alternative to Spacebase DF-9.
I really enjoyed building my base in The Spatials, receiving visitors and meeting different kind of "races" with specific needs.
The game can be repetitive but it always gives back good rewards (new buildings, rooms, products, planets, missions...). I had a
great time playing it and i think i will play it again from time to time.. Nice Tetris like game. Thumb up.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vueIPFAwoyw. Nice game, but it fail gamemusic.
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really amazing and fun but gets a little too difficult for me over time, none the less, this is a true hidden gem for arcade racing
fans
an immediate buy.

. Now that Steamplay is added, i couldn't reccommend this game more. this is one of the best dollars I have spent on Steam in all
honesty. The pictures and videos shown are very accurate. Does it get a little repetitive? Yes and it makes unlocking characters a
bit of a pain but even if you pick up and play this game for 20 min a day, you can still see the progress from round to round and
it has kept me coming back.. A phone game coverted to pc.. Everyone wanted a new The Culling but done right... This game
shared more similarities with H1Z1 than with The Culling. I refunded this game. Maybe Xaviant should start to listen to their
Community.. I bought this yesterday and played it for a about an hour. I did the first three combat quests before I had to hit the
sack.
One hour is no enough for a review but it is enough to know that this is a keeper!
I plan to update this along the way.

About the game:
It is basically a diablo like hack and slash for VR. One would think VR is tacked on and there is no need for it. In reality this
works very well though. It is very immersive and I like it a lot.
I did not bother checking what engine they use but one thing is extremely positive: With super sampling at 1.6 (it's my goto
setting I hardly ever change) the image is very crisp. There are not many VR games with so readable and clear fonts. You can
see that they had VR in mind when making this.
Not once did I think about the resolution being too low.

I play it with an xbox controller wich seems to be the right device for this type of game.
If you look for a hack and slash in VR this game is for you. It's not roomscale nor would it make sense to be. It is however good
fun. I am not sure how much content there is considering it is early access. The starting content seems to be of good quality
though.

About combat: A button is the "mash button". You have however three more attacks that have to recharge (abilities). There is a
berzerk mode that charges up over time too and you can dodge and block. Definatly no simple button masher. If you don't
dodge you will die.. how do i access the soundtrack??. So far in a nutshell-
Whats happening where am I??
Push said keys and murder people trying to mow you down.
One hour later I find my self... an ape in a 30 floor office building with snipers and swat trying to kill me a happy unlucky ape
using corpses as meat shields for the snipers to survive.
I tell my self and stream no way it can't get any harder then I'm reminded its by the same people who made Hotline Miami .
If you love a challenge and or hotline Miami then you'll love this.
Down side is how the enemies spawn you could have 5 shotgunners waiting for you at start or just 2.
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